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ENGLISH 1920-1930 BRASS UMBRELLA STAND WITH RAISED MOTIFS AND
TRIPARTITE BASE

$2,100
An English brass umbrella stand from circa 1920-1930 shaped as an umbrella with raised motifs and tripartite base. Step into

the world of whimsical charm with this English brass umbrella stand from the vibrant era of the 1920s-1930s. Artfully crafted to
mirror the shape of an umbrella, this piece is a delightful nod to the functionality it serves, all while maintaining a strong
aesthetic presence. The umbrella stand boasts intricate raised motifs that dance along its surface, adding a layer of visual
intrigue and showcasing the impeccable attention to detail of its craftsman. These motifs create a rich texture and depth,

ensuring that the stand is not just a utilitarian object, but a work of art in its own right. Resting on a tripartite base, the stand is
provided with a stable and sturdy foundation, allowing it to gracefully accommodate a variety of umbrellas and walking sticks.

The brass construction not only offers durability but also develops a warm patina over time, adding to the piece's antique
charm. In a contemporary home, this umbrella stand could be placed in an entryway or mudroom, providing a convenient and

stylish spot to store umbrellas, all while adding a touch of vintage elegance. Alternatively, it could be used as a unique
decorative element in a living room or study, serving as a conversation starter and a nod to the past. Imbued with character and

history, this English brass umbrella stand is a timeless addition to any home, blending seamlessly with various interior styles
while providing a functional storage solution. It stands as a testament to the craftsmanship of its time, and a unique find for

those looking to add a touch of vintage charm to their home.

Height: 36 in (91.44 cm)

Diameter: 11.25 in (28.58 cm)

SKU: A 4785
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